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Abstract-This paper presents the development of generating
dance performances of humanoid robot, HSR (HanSaRam)
-VII, synchronized with Robonova, for entertainment. This
heterogeneous team, RoboBees, participated in 'Robots at Play
Award 2006' and nominated as one of top six teams in the world.
A method of generating and combining both periodic motion
(on-line pattern generator) and aperiodic motion (off-line pattern generator) is investigated along with the control architecture for HSR-VII. Detailed system descriptions of two types
of humanoid robots, HSR-VII from KAIST and Robonova
from miniROBOT Corp., are included with the experimental
results. In addition, the time domain passivity compliance
control system is introduced to guarantee the stable periodic
motion by changing the initial planned trajectories. Video clip
of RoboBees' performance is available at http://rit.kaist.ac.kr.

I. INTRODUCTION

A humanoid robot, also referred to as the bipedal intelligent robot, is expected to eventually adopt all the motions
that humans can execute. HUBO of KAIST [1], Honda
R&D's humanoid robots [2], WABIAN of Waseda University [3], H6 [4], and HanSaRam [5] are some of the better
recognized, well-known humanoid robots. Even though the
current research has progressed far beyond the studies in
walking pattern generation [6], [7] and in real-time balance
control [8], [9] during the walking state, the humanoid robots have recently been changed to human friendly robot
system.
Humanoid robots are expected to assist human activities,
triggering considerations in appearance design, functions of
behaviors and interactive in human environments. Thus,
imitating human motion plays a critical role in the development of social cognition and communication skills, helping in forging links with other people. 'Robots at Play
Award 2006' is one particular competition that measures
these criteria.
'Robots at Play Award 2006', which was held in Odense,
Denmark from 14th to 16th of September 2006, awards robotic systems that reinforce the integration of disciplines, i.e.
robotics, design, interaction and arts, and social understanding in robotics. In addition, the prize promotes robotic
systems for use in all aspects of daily life for the benefit of
humans and interactivity with humans. The award was given
based on the qualities of following six categories: interac-

tiveness, innovativeness, playfulness, design, functionality
and potential impact on society.
In this event, humanoid robot HanSaRam(HSR)-VII from
KAIST and Robonova from miniROBOT Corp. had decided
to form a heterogeneous team called 'RoboBees' where six
Robonova robots dance behind HanSaRam-VII, which

would perform as a singer. Displaying patterns of movements i.e. sequences as a dance can increase the attention
span of children. Since the robot is able to mimic the child,
and vice versa, the humanoid robot dancing team was created. These two different types of humanoid robots offer an
interaction through innovative mobility including human-like walking forward and backward by HSR-VII and
flipping sideways by Robonova.
RoboBees dancing team was nominated as the one of six
prizes along with Huggable of MIT, Paro of AIST, etc. This
paper focuses on generating dancing performances by
building a kinematic representation in 3D graphics and
synthesizing combination of motion sequences on the
hardware robot. In other words, it introduces both software
architectures and hardware descriptions to enhance interaction between humanoid robots and children. The first part of
this paper introduces the control architecture and programs
of generating two primitive motions: periodic and aperiodic
motions. Periodic motion is defined as an on-line pattern
generator whereas aperiodic motion is defined as an off-line
pattern generator. In other words, the parameters for periodic motion can be exchanged in real-time, but aperiodic
motion can not.
The second part of this paper proposes a method to combine periodic motion and aperiodic motion, which includes
the remote control ability. The third part of this paper presents the appearance design of HSR-VII providing its principal specifications and control architecture. Description of
Robonova is also included as well as the upgraded features
of HSR-VII compared to the previous versions. Compensating on-line periodic motion technique is stated exten-

sively.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
motion generating program of both periodic and aperiodic
motions. In Section III, a method to combine these two types
of motion is investigated and a remote control is introduced.
In Section IV, system description of HanSaRam-VII and
Robonova are presented. Section V describes experimental
results and concluding remarks follow in Section VI.
II. MOTION GENERATING PROGRAM

This section introduces an off-line motion generating
program, which was developed to fulfill the requirements for
'Robots at Play Award 2006'. An off-line programming
simulator was made to obtain a model of physical environment and to gain knowledge about the actual state of the
humanoid robot's environment. The research of simulators
can be split into two groups: one with knowing precise
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Fig.2 Simple inverted pendulum in 3D space

If the pendulum has massless telescopic leg, then the height
of COM becomes a constant. Then the (2) and (3) can be
simplified as follows:
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Fig. 1 Control architecture of generating motion

knowledge of dynamic parameters of a robot and the other
with limited knowledge. The first type of research mainly
relies on the accuracy of the model data including mass,
location of center of mass, inertia of each link to prepare
walking patterns. The latter type of research solely relies on
a feedback control system due to the insufficient knowledge
about the system structure. Thus, in order to compensate for
these two areas, the motion generating program was made
with two primitive motions: periodic motion, i.e. standstill
walking, walking forward and backward, and aperiodic
motion, i.e. moving arms and grasping hands.
Figure 1 illustrates the control architecture of generating
motion, where the left side of flow chart represents the periodic motion part. Squares with 'Humanoid Robot' indicate
hardware part and others represent software part, respectively. All periodic motions are generated based on the 3D
linear inverted pendulum model (LIPM) due to its simplified
walking pattern generation characteristics where its model is
shown in Figure 2 [6], [10]. COM and ZMP represent the
center of mass and the zero moment point, respectively. The
dynamic equation concerning the ZMP criterion can be expressed as follows:
M

=

(Pcom -pzmp )x m (Pcom

+

g)+ n

ro0

(1)

where Mis the moment around the ZMP and m is the mass of
the pendulum. If the robot's angular momentum keeps zero
during walking, the moment around the COM, n, can be
neglected for simplicity. The xcom and Ycom element are expressed as follows:
(2)
(Zcom Zmp)Xcom (Xcom xzmp )(2com + g) = 0
0
(3)
(Zcom ZZmp)jcom (Ycom Yzmp)(2com +g)

=

COwx com

=-9zc Ycom = ()2 Ycom

(4)
(5)

where c is
Zc
(4) and (5) are two independent linear dynamic equationns for the robot, and it is called as 3D-LIPM. There are
four inputs to the system, where TSS is a single support time,
TDS is a double support time, ISTEP is a step length, and 0 is a
direction. Once the inverse kinematics process is completed,
the angle values of each joint are sent to the humanoid robot
at every sampling time of five milliseconds. In other words,
the feedback part of periodic motion repeats itself at every
five milliseconds when the control parameters are set.
Compliance control process, explained in Section IV.A, is
applied using the feedback measurements of either the
landing impact force or the ground reaction force through
four FSRs (Force Sensing Resistors) on each foot [11].
Significantly, all inputs in generating periodic motions can
be exchanged in real-time. Thus, the periodic motion generating program is equivalent to on-line pattern generator.
On the other hand, an aperiodic motion generating program is off-line pattern generator. The right side of flow
chart in Figure 1 shows the control architecture of generating
aperiodic motions. The aperiodic motion gives the visual
features that are most relevant to the dancing imitation task.
Since motion captured device is not used, positions of four
end-effectors, both legs and hands, and hip are given as inputs to the system, which are received as a function of time.
In order to smooth and normalize the motion vector of relative end-points, third order cubic spline method is used to
interpolate representative via points.
Once the inverse kinematics process is completed, all joint
trajectory values are directly sent to the memory into the
humanoid robot. Each primitive motion file (*.gtf) consists
of all joints' motor angles with respect to time where the
sampling time is similarly set as five milliseconds. Consequently, there is no feedback loop to perform an aperiodic
motion. Thus, the trajectories cannot be changed in real-time,
which correspond to the off-line pattern generator.
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Once all aperiodic motion files (*.gtf) are transmitted into
the on-board PC, the user can combine both periodic and
aperiodic motions in order to generate a motion file (*.mlg).
In other words, motion file (*.mlg) contains the information
on how the motion combines two types of primitive motions.
The motion file can be made with a maximum of three
primitive aperiodic motion files, i.e. moving arm and turning
head to a certain direction as a hand grabs the object.
In addition, the scenario mode (*.scn) is included to allow
an extended period of performance. It is equivalent to a list
of all motions to be played, which requires the motion type
and its name, and the exact time to be performed at. This
mode is used to synchronize combinations of motion sequences on two different types of robots.
IV. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

rig.3 A snapsnoot OI me aperioaic motion generating program

A snapshoot of the aperiodic motion generating program
is shown in Figure 3, which generates 3D motor trajectories.
Six windows are provided to enter three positions and three
orientation inputs of either four end-effectors or hip with
respect to time in order to generate motions, i.e. twisting hips,

raising hands, and grabbing objects. The maximum period of
each aperiodic motion is limited as ten seconds due to the
memory size of computer located on the humanoid robot. It
is possible to implement motions, i.e. panning and tilting of
head, and grabbing and releasing hands by using this program.
III. COMBINING PERIODIC AND APERIODIC MOTIONS

This section presents a method of combining periodic and
aperiodic motions that would be allow for a playful and interactive robotic system. 'Robots at Play Award 2006' is
evaluated in terms of robot's interactiveness, innovativeness
and playfulness as well as design, functionality and potential
impact on society. Thus, a methodology requires combining
both periodic and aperiodic motions effectively in order to
attract children and committee members.
The on-board Pentium-Ill compatible PC on the humanoid robot is capable of receiving commands through a
wireless serial and Bluetooth module. Thus, a user can remotely control the robot using PDA in which a program has
been implemented (Figure 4). The PDA remote control
module is built to enable long term interaction with humans.

In this section, two types of small-sized humanoid robot
platforms are introduced, which form a heterogeneous team
called RoboBees to participate in 'Robots at Play Award
2006'.

A. HanSaRam (HSR)
HanSaRam (HSR) is a humanoid robot that has continuously been undergoing redesign and development in the
Robot Intelligence Technology (RIT) Lab, KAIST since
2000. HSR-VII was developed in 2006 and consists of 13
DC motors in the lower body and 16 RC servo motors in the
upper body. It has 27 DOFs where the control architecture
and platform are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.
Note that one DOF of five fingers is implemented by two
servo motors. Since one ATMegal28 microcontroller can
manipulate six DC motors, one ATMegal28 microcontroller
is used for each legs and one ATMega32 microcontroller is
used for the waist motor. All RC servo motors are controlled
by one ATMega32 microcontroller and digitally converted
FSRs measurements are directly sent to the on-board PC.
Table t shows the principal specifications of HSR-VII. The
purpose of using DC motors and harmonic drives in the
lower body is to deliver sufficient power and accurate control. Using RC servo in the upper body reduces weight and
enhances easier control. The main differences of HSR-VII
compared to previous versions are the addition of rotating
hip in z-direction and the improved design of hand architecture of five fingers. 2 RC servo motors are used for each
hand to operate motion, i.e. grabbing and releasing. In addition, HSR-VII has the ability for fully independent locomotion, sensing and processing, aided by all the computational and power parts.
Dimensions

Height

528 [mm]
232 [mm]
150 [mm]
Depth
4.5 [kg]
Weight (battery included)
2 DOFs
Head
D.O.F.
Arm
2 Arms x 5 DOFs
2 Hands x 1 DOF
Hand
Waist
DOF
2 Legs x 6 DOFs
Leg
Total
27 DOFs
120 [mm/s]
Maximum Walking Speed
Tablel. Principal specifications of HSR-VII
Width

1
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Fig.5 Control architecture of HanSaRam-VII

original planned periodic motions, the robot's foot may get a
big landing impact force from the ground in a very short time
and the stability of the robot cannot be guaranteed.
Hand structure of HSR-VII, shown in Figure 8, is known
to be the smallest finger design at this time. It enables to grab
a small object and illustrate hand gestures for human-robot
interaction. Two servo motors are assigned to each hand to
perform either grabbing or releasing by altering its contact
angle according to the surface of object. Since all five wires
tightened to each finger are attached to one motor, it is impossible to realize controlling each finger. The design included the ability to twist wrists as well, but it is not realized
due to the redundant purposes.
Compliance control uses a time domain passivity approach, which calculates the energy based on the landing
force and the foot position in order to stabilize on-line periodic motions [11]. The time-domain passivity compliance
control system consists of both passivity controller (PC) and
passivity observer (PO), which regulate and check the input
and output energy flow between the robot's foot and the
ground. If the PO can predict the next status of the system,
the PC can modify the desired walking path to make the
system passive. In other words, the passivity controller
changes the initial planned periodic motions in real-time to
achieve the stable landing of HSR-VII. Significantly, the
passivity compliance controller guarantees a stable periodic
motion without even having to know any system model information whatsoever.
B. Robonova

Fig.7 Foot structure of HanSaRam-VII for feedback measurement

Robonova is commercially made by miniROBOT Corp. to
serve as both educational and entertainment purpose for
beginners who are unfamiliar with robots. Its height and
weight are 31 cm and 1.3 kg, respectively. It consists of 16
servo motors and contains remote control ability through IR,
RC or Bluetooth joystick. It provides RoboBasic program,
which uses Basic language, for users to generate various
types of motion and to control each sensor. In addition, the
robot's position can be easily programmed using capture and
play method through Hitec-miniROBOT multi-protocol in-

terface.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig.8 Hand structure of HanSaRam-VII

The on-board Pentium-III compatible PC, running
RT-Linux, calculates the periodic motion pattern at every
five milliseconds in real time. As shown in Figure 7, four
FSRs (represented as 1 ) are attached on each foot to
measure the landing impact force and the ground reaction
force even the foot hits the ground in non-perpendicular
direction. If there is no compensation technique to the

A scenario containing both periodic and aperiodic motions was performed to confirm the functionality of each
motion. In the experiments, HSR-VII walked at a speed of
60 mm/s. For all periodic motions, a single support time (Tss),
a double support time (TD) and a step length (ISTEP) were set
as 0.15 s, 0.6s, and 30 mm, respectively. Number of periodic
motions, i.e. forward and backward walking, turning left or
right were included, where grabbing a microphone and
dancing while maintaining synchronization with Robonova,
are included as aperiodic motions.
Figure 9 shows the experimental results on HSR-VII's
forward walk in a straight path. Five photographs were taken
sequentially in four second intervals. It is observed that the
humanoid kept its balance well while holding a microphone
(black one) on its right hand. Thus, it is verified that
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Fig.9 Periodic motion: walking forward at 60 [mm/s]

Fig. 10 Periodic motion: turning left at 5 [deg/s]

Fig. 11 Aperiodic motions by HSR-VII and flipping sideways by Robonova
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Fig. 12 Synchronized aperiodic motions with Robonova

HSR-VII was successfully able to operate periodic motions
due to the presence ofthe time-domain passivity compliance
control.
Figure 10 shows the experimental result on HSR-VII's
left turn at 5 [deg/s]. Six photographs were taken sequentially in three second intervals. Looking at Figure 10, it is
observed that it takes time to turn at the desired rate.
However, it is confirned that HSR-VII was able to cope
with any periodic motions including backward walking and
standstill walking.
Figure 11 and 12 show the synchronized motions between
HSR-VII and Robonova. Even though all motions are synchronized, it was observed that HSR-VII is not facing
straight forward after turning motion. Since the whole scenario of two humanoid robots was initially approved to
match the exact time to be perforned at, unexpected disturbances cannot be predicted, i.e. uneven surface, slip between surface and robot's foot, and the variation of ground
reaction force due to the hardness of surface material. These
figures demonstrate as Robonova motions were governed
under HSR-VII's guidance. It is also confirned that
HSR-VII was able to cope with any aperiodic motions including grabbing and releasing a hand, and panning and
tilting a head.
After dancing perfornance, several children were selected to control HSR-VII using PDA. Since the design of
humanoid robots was not threatening, the remote control
using PDA certainly increased the attention span of the
children. In other words, the robot was able to mimic the
child, and vice versa. Without the use of motion capture
devices, team RoboBees was able to imitate a human's
movement and to interact with the audiences at the same
time.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper described the motion generating program that
considers both on-line pattern generator and the off-line
pattern generator. Remote control using PDA was stated in
addition to combining periodic and aperiodic motions efficiently. This paper also dealt with specifications and characteristics of HSR-VII, and its functionality and performance were verified through the experiment. As a result, enjoyable human-robot interaction is attained and nominated
as one of top six teams in the world at Robot At Play in 2006.
Future works include more dynamic periodic and aperiodic motion experiments. Since the parameters to the aperiodic motion cannot be modified in real-time, new architecture also need to be investigated in the future.
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